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RUBOO ARDH AL-IRAQ  for General Contracting  
 

 ENVIRONMENT POLICY STATEMENT  

 RUBOO ARDH AL-IRAQ GROUP  is a Iraqi  leader in providing technology-enabled solutions 

and services. 

The  RUBOO ARDH AL-IRAQ GROUP   Senior Management Team recognises the importance 

of managing and reducing  RUBOO ARDH AL-IRAQ GROUP ’s environmental impact and is 

committed to the realization of  RUBOO ARDH AL-IRAQ GROUP ’s Environmental Policy 

objectives - to manage and reduce current environmental impact and risk - and to ensure 

environmental considerations are built into our future business growth.      

RUBOO ARDH AL-IRAQ acknowledges that the greatest risk of environmental impact from its 

operations is the consumption of grid electricity, creating indirect emissions of greenhouse 

gases during generation and the possibility of indirectly consuming non-renewable fuel 

resources. Additionally, the on-site combustion of fuels at  RUBOO ARDH AL-IRAQ GROUP  

locations to provide heating and power, and the consumption of fuels for business travel 

are also significant contributors to the  RUBOO ARDH AL-IRAQ GROUP  environmental 

impact. 

RUBOO ARDH AL-IRAQ  will commit sufficient resource and maintain an accredited 

environmental management system to manage and reduce identified environmental 

impacts through a process of continual improvement, measuring, managing, monitoring, 

setting relevant targets and annually reporting on all significant impacts. The management 

system will include processes and controls to ensure compliance with all applicable 

environmental legislation and to prevent pollution. The  RUBOO ARDH AL-IRAQ environmental 

management system has been externally assessed and accredited to ISO14001. 

RUBOO ARDH AL-IRAQ GROUP  adherence to this environmental policy is regularly externally 

assessed as part of the ongoing 14001 audit programme.  
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To achieve these policy objectives  RUBOO ARDH AL-IRAQ  will:   

•Calculate an operational carbon footprint and publically report on an annual basis. 

•Support and work with its clients in their endeavor to achieve their own environmental 

objectives; 

•Monitor and manage energy working to reduce usage at all  RUBOO ARDH AL-IRAQ GROUP  

controlled locations. 

•Continue to procure accredited green and CHP grid electricity when available and 

economically viable. 

•Continue to review all aspects of fleet use and related emissions. 

•Continue efforts to decrease absolute waste volumes and increase the levels of recycling.     

• Communicate and promote environmental awareness and  RUBOO ARDH AL-IRAQ GROUP  

objectives to all employees and others on its undertaking; 

•Make a copy of its environmental policy and impacts available to its internal and external 

stakeholders; 

•Maintain contingency plans to deal with any foreseeable environmental incident; 

•Consider its current and likely future impact on the local community and respond promptly 

to their concerns. 

•Maintain an applicable register of legal and other requirements and audit for compliance. 

•Aim to place its business with suppliers and subcontractors who minimize the impact of 

their activities on the environment;   

 This policy statement will be reviewed periodically to ensure that it remains relevant and 

appropriate to the organization.  
 

Current version: June 2014 

Next review: June 2015  
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